A simple network model simulates hippocampal place fields: parametric analyses and physiological predictions.
Hippocampal place cells may be the computational units of a neuronal cognitive mapping system. A network model trained to compute locations from distal cues simulated the defining properties of hippocampal place cells (i.e., place-specific activation). The model produced units with detailed properties of place cells, including multiple subfields, "silent" and "noisy" cells, fields that persisted after cue removal, and groups of simulated fields that overlapped in multiple clusters. Quantitative variants of the model showed that different properties of the fields were influenced by the complexity of the visual input (the number of spatial cues), the available computational resources (the number of hidden units), and the output encoding used to represent location. The simulations provide a framework for testing relationships between place field properties, variations in spatial environments, and the integrity of the hippocampal system.